When it comes to producing quality components and assemblies for the aerial lift and concrete pumping industries, manufacturing diversity is the key. At BORDO, we have design engineering, large-scale precision machining, welding fabrication, and assembly facilities all under one roof. Our control over these manufacturing processes, combined with our many years of knowledge and expertise, is your guarantee of top-quality components and assemblies delivered on time. BORDO has designed, built and tested equipment for many major manufacturers with excellent results.

Our ability to move quickly and deliver your product on time is a major component of our success in the aerial lift and concrete pumping industry. BORDO’s manufacturing facility includes the latest CNC machine tools and fabrication equipment, a state-of-the-art CAD/CAM system, and a highly-organized workflow environment, that seamlessly moves your product from design to manufacturing to delivery. BORDO is located in one of the world’s most technologically advanced manufacturing centers, with easy access to every type of material and process available. And, we ship our products anywhere.

Customers from all over the United States trust the team at BORDO to provide rapid response time, consistent and cost-effective manufacturing, and the highest levels of product quality and reliability. From coast to coast, BORDO is your full-spectrum support team for aerial lift and concrete fabrication.